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Abstract: We propose a new least-angle regression algorithm for variable selection
in high-dimensional data, called subsample-ordered least-angle regression (solar). So-
lar relies on the average L0 solution path computed across subsamples and largely
alleviates several known high-dimensional issues with least-angle regression. Using
examples based on directed acyclic graphs, we illustrate the advantages of solar in
comparison to least-angle regression, forward regression and variable screening. Sim-
ulations demonstrate that, with a similar computation load, solar yields substantial
improvements over two lasso solvers (least-angle regression for lasso and coordinate-
descent) in terms of the sparsity (37-64% reduction in the average number of se-
lected variables), stability and accuracy of variable selection. Simulations also demon-
strate that solar enhances the robustness of variable selection to different settings
of the irrepresentable condition and to variations in the dependence structures as-
sumed in regression analysis. We provide a Python package solarpy for the algorithm
(https://github.com/isaac2math/solar).
Keywords and phrases: variable selection, forward regression, least-angle regression,
lasso regression, coordinate descent, K-fold cross-validation.
1. Introduction
Consider variable selection in lasso regression,
min
β
1
2
‖Y −Xβ‖22 + λ ‖β‖1 (1.1)
where Y ∈ Rn×1 is the response variable, X ∈ Rn×p is a matrix of covariates, β ∈ Rp×1
is a vector of regression coefficients, ‖·‖v is the Lv norm, and λ is the tuning or penalty
parameter. The variance of each column in X is 1 (i.e., standardized). In this paper we focus
on high-dimensional data, i.e., the case of p > n, where variable selection is always required.
In this context, we define informative variables and redundant variables as follows.
Definition 1.1 (informative and redundant variables). Conditional on all other variables (in
X or not), define xi (the i
th column of X) to be an informative variable if it has a non-zero
correlation to Y in the population; otherwise define xi to be a redundant variable.
The least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (lasso) is among the most widely used
high-dimensional variable-selection methods. As one of the most efficient numerical optimiz-
ers for lasso, least-angle regression has been widely applied across many fields, including
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text mining and natural language processing in machine learning, DNA analysis in biostatis-
tics, signal-processing and compressed-sensing in engineering. Using least-angle regression
as the blueprint, various lasso-type estimators have been constructed for a range of learning
tasks and, in particular, modifications to least-angle regression and lasso have been proposed
to improve variable-selection accuracy and stability. Unfortunately, the improvements have
often come at the cost of a higher computation load. In a world of ever-expanding data di-
mensions, it is increasingly important to improve the variable-selection performance of lasso
and least-angle regression while restraining the computation load.
Furthermore, increases in data dimensions are typically associated with more severe multi-
collinearity and more complicated dependence structures, adding to the challenges of variable
selection. These challenges compel variable-selection algorithms to utilize as much relevant
finite-sample information as possible to enhance the accuracy, stability and robustness of
variable-selection methods in high dimensional spaces.
In this paper, we propose a new least-angle regression algorithm for high-dimensional data,
called subsample-ordered least-angle regression (solar). Solar relies on the average L0 solution
path computed across subsamples and significantly mitigates several known high-dimensional
issues with least-angle regression. Using directed acyclic graphs and examples, we compare
solar with least-angle regression, forward regression and variable screening. We illustrate
in simulations that, with a similar computation load, solar yields substantial improvements
over two lasso solvers (least-angle regression for lasso and coordinate-descent) in terms of
the sparsity, stability and accuracy of variable selection. We also illustrate numerically that
solar enhances the robustness of variable selection to different settings of the irrepresentable
condition and to variations in the dependence structures assumed in regression analysis.
1.1. Variable-selection techniques for least-angle regression and lasso
Tibshirani (1996) first introduced lasso as a shrinkage method for the purposes of high-
dimensional variable selection. Many elegant theoretical properties (such as variable-selection
consistency, L2 consistency and error bounds) have subsequently been established (Knight
and Fu, 2000; Zhao and Yu, 2006; Meinshausen and Yu, 2009; Bickel et al., 2009; Candes
et al., 2009). Lasso has been generalized to different scenarios, producing fused lasso (Tibshi-
rani et al., 2005), elastic net (Zou and Hastie, 2005)), adaptive lasso (Zou, 2006), graphical
lasso (Friedman et al., 2008) and group lasso (Friedman et al., 2010)). Owing to the high
computational load of the lasso-type estimators, alternative numerical optimizers have been
developed, including least-angle regression (Efron et al., 2004) and coordinate descent (Wu
et al., 2008).
As a modification of the forward regression algorithm—summarized in Algorithm 1—
least-angle regression is well-known for ultra-fast computation and adaptability to lasso-type
estimators. To avoid confusion, we specify the meaning of forward regression and least-angle
regression as follows.
Definition 1.2 (Forward regression, least-angle regression and its lasso modification).
• We refer to the generic forward regression algorithm (Algorithm 1) as forward re-
gression.
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• We refer to the least-angle regression without the lasso modification (Algorithm 3.2 in
Friedman et al. (2001)) as lars.
• We refer to the least-angle regression with the lasso modification (Algorithm 3.2a in
Friedman et al. (2001)) as lars-lasso, which drops xi if βi hits 0 on the solution path.
• If xj is chosen by forward regression at stage l (i.e., i∗ = j in the lth iteration of
the for-loop in Algorithm 1), we say that xj is included at stage l. If xj is returned
with a non-zero regression coefficient at the end of the lars-lasso or forward regression
algorithm, we say xj is selected.
Algorithm 1: Forward regression (Zhang, 2009)
input : (Y,X), .
1 standardize all {xi} in X;
2 let F = ∅ and β = 0;
3 for l := 1 to min {n, p}, stepsize = 1 do
4 let i∗ = arg maxi
∣∣xTi (Xβ − Y )∣∣;
5 if  is preset and
∣∣xTi∗ (Xβ − Y )∣∣ <  then
6 Break the for-loop
7 end
8 let F = F ∪ {i∗};
9 let β be the OLS regression coefficient estimate on support F ;
10 end
11 if  is not preset then
12 choose the optimal value of  via CV or BIC;
13 based on the optimal value of , redo line 3 to 10;
14 end
15 return β and F
Compared to forward regression, equiangular search in least-angle regression has a higher
tolerance for multicollinearity in the X variables. Friedman et al. (2010) shows in some cases
that lars-lasso has a lower computation load than coordinate descent: lars-lasso finishes
tuning-parameter optimization in one training round; coordinate descent requires repeated
training rounds for each value of λ in the grid search.1 While lars-lasso is computationally
efficient, Weisberg (2004) argues it may still be sensitive to sampling randomness, multi-
collinearity, noise and outliers in high-dimensional spaces due to the iterative refitting of the
residual.
Optimization of the tuning parameter in lasso is often combined with cross validation
(CV) (Stone, 1974, 1977), which itself has several well-documented problems. Xu et al.
(2012) argues that the computation load of CV may be substantial when tuning parameters
in complex models. In large-scale simulations, Cawley and Talbot (2010) show that a high
1Friedman et al. (2010) comment that the time difference between R packages ‘glmnet’ and ‘lars’ (for
lars-lasso) in their paper is due to the fact that ‘glmnet’ is coded in Fortran and ‘lars’ is coded in R, which
is considered to be less efficient than Fortran. By contrast, in the Google open-source package Sci-kit Learn,
both coordinate descent and lars-lasso are coded in Python and lars-lasso is demonstrated to be much faster
than coordinate descent in a number of applications.
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CV variance complicates variable selection, leading to problems with selection stability. Nan
and Yang (2014); Lim and Yu (2016) point out that the ‘stability issue of model selection’
is more severe in high-dimensional spaces. Lim and Yu (2016) shows that CV-based lasso
may lead to models that are unstable in high dimensions and consequently ill-suited for
interpretation and generalization.
Different methods have been proposed to improve the variable-selection accuracy and sta-
bility of CV-based lasso. Subsampling is a common approach to purge redundant variables
incorrectly selected by lasso. For example, Bach (2008) proposes training one CV-based
lasso on each bootstrap set and combining results across bootstrap sets. In a similar vein,
Meinshausen and Bu¨hlmann (2010) propose using repeated randomization in place of boot-
strapping. Given the fact that CV-based lasso merges the computation loads of lasso and
CV, repeating CV-based lasso many times magnifies the computation load, particularly in
high-dimensional data (e.g., in text mining or natural language processing p could be in the
millions).
Another approach to improve accuracy is to conduct post-lasso selection on variables
chosen by coordinate descent optimization. Ghaoui et al. (2010) and Tibshirani et al. (2012)
propose two post-lasso selection rules called the ‘safe rule’ and the ‘strong rule’, further
developed by Wang et al. (2014) and Wang et al. (2016). Claiming both rules may incorrectly
purge informative variables, Zeng et al. (2017) proposes an alternative ‘hybrid safe-strong
rule’ as the solution.
An alternative approach to improving accuracy uses post-estimation statistical tests of
the variables selected by lars-lasso, e.g., the covariance test (Lockhart et al., 2014). Yet the
sensitivity of lars-lasso to sampling randomness, multicollinearity, noise and outliers noted
by Weisberg (2004) means that post-estimation tests may be unreliable. Thus, one way to
make post-estimation tests more reliable is to resolve the lars-lasso sensitivity issue.
Besides lasso, some researchers have applied the variable screening method (also referred to
as marginal correlation ranking) to variable selection in regression analysis (e.g., Fan and Lv
(2008); Hall and Miller (2009); Hall et al. (2009)). The method ranks variables decreasingly
based on the absolute values of their marginal correlations to Y and selects the top w
variables (where w is selected by CV, bootstrap or BIC). Various correlation coefficients
have been used to improve the accuracy of the marginal correlation ranking method (e.g.,
Li et al. (2012b); Cho and Fryzlewicz (2012); Li et al. (2012a); Shao and Zhang (2014)).
1.2. Motivating examples
To illustrate the accuracy and stability issues in the context of variable selection with high-
dimensional data, we consider two well-known examples from the literature.
Throughout the paper we use directed acyclic graphs to describe data generating processes.
Figure 1 displays the directed acyclic graph for an example of the dependence structure
typically assumed in the theoretical and numerical regression analysis, referred to as the
standard dependence structure in this paper.
In a directed acyclic graph, arrows represent causation. For example, the arrow from x1 to
Y in Figure 1 means that x1 causes Y . Figure 1 represents the case where x1 and x2 cause
Y , indicating that {x1,x2} are informative, {x3,x4, . . .} are not related to Y , indicating that
they are redundant, while e is a standard Gaussian noise term. We also use the terminology
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that {x1,x2} are the ‘parents’ of Y , Y is the ‘child’ of {x1,x2} and x1 is a ‘spouse’ of
x2.
2 Thus, variable selection with the standard dependence structure can be thought of as
‘parent selection’, where Y is assumed to be an ‘only child’ and redundant variables are ‘not
related’ to Y . Note that the informative variables {x1,x2} are marginally and conditionally
correlated with Y and the redundant variables {x3,x4, . . .} are marginally and conditionally
uncorrelated with Y . Discussion of the case where some of the informative variables are
latent is available in supplementary file A.
	xଵ 	xଶ 	݁ 	xଷ
	ܻ
	xସ . . .
fig:standard_structure
Fig 1: Standard dependence structure in regression analysis (arrows denote causation).
We use directed acyclic graphs to illustrate two examples from the literature. Example 1
shows that lasso may have a variable-selection stability problem when the standard de-
pendence structure is assumed. Example 2 shows that lasso may have a variable-selection
accuracy issue when the standard dependence structure is violated.
Example 1. (Lim and Yu, 2016) consider the lars-lasso algorithm. To reduce the compu-
tation load, lars-lasso uses the L1-norm fraction t ∈ [0, 1] as a tuning parameter to control
shrinkage. In each CV training-validation split, for all β on the solution path, t is defined as
the ratio of ‖β‖1 to the L1 norm of the non-shrinked solution on the solution path (referred
to as ‖βmax‖1), i.e.
t =
‖β‖1
‖βmax‖1
, (1.2)
where t = 0 corresponds to shrinking all βi to 0 and t = 1 corresponds to no shrinkage.
Lim and Yu (2016) show that the solution path of lars-lasso is unstable in high dimensions.
When p > n, the non-shrinked least-angle regression solution (βmax) is the traditional for-
ward regression solution with n selected variables. With p > n, the non-shrinked least-angle
regression solution uses up all n degrees of freedom (a saturated fit), implying, due to the
resampling randomness in CV, that ‖βmax‖1 may vary substantially across validation sets.
As a result, the same value of t may correspond to different amounts of shrinkage (or λ)
on the solution paths of different CV training-validation splits, limiting the usefulness of t
as a shrinkage parameter and adversely impacting the selection accuracy and stability of
CV-based lars-lasso.
Figure 2 shows the histogram for ‖βmax‖1 from 10,000 bootstrap lasso estimates from a
Gaussian simulation where the variance of each variable is 1, pairwise correlations are 0.5,
n = 100 and p = 150 (Lim and Yu, 2016, Section 3.1.1.). The spread of the distribution—the
2See (Koller and Friedman, 2009, Section 2.2) for further detail on the terminology.
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Figure 1: Empirical bootstrap distribution of maximum L1-norms of Lasso estimates on a typical
simulated data set: a base case Gaussian simulation with n = 100, p = 150, σ = 1, ρ = 0.5 in
Section 3.1.1.
To highlight the effect of alignment on estimation performance, we compared the performance
of cross-validation with the three alignments for the low noise scenarios detailed in Section 3.1.1.
As shown in Table 1, aligning the solution paths with L1-fraction does comparatively worse than
aligning with L1-norm or the penalty parameter. Notably, in the popular R package “lars” used
in solving the Lasso efficiently, the included cross-validation code aligns with L1-fraction.
For ESCV to be proposed later, we find that there is little difference in performance when
aligning with either the penalty parameter, λ or the L1-norm. In this work, we will be using the
λ alignment as it is seen as the canonical parameterization of the Lasso problem. This also allows
us to make use of the increasingly popular R package “glmnet” (Friedman et al. 2010), which can
compute Lasso solutions considerably faster than competing methods.
8
Fig 2: (Lim and Yu, 2016) Histogram of ‖βmax‖1 from lasso estimates on simulated data.
difference between the upper and lower decile is more than 20—illustrates the CV-based lars-
lasso stability problem. The larger (p−n), the more severe the stability problem. Simulation 2
below investigates the accuracy of variable selection for various cases when p > n given a
standard dependence structure.
Example 2. (Zhao and Yu, 2006) Consider the following dependence structure{
x3 = ωx1 + ωx2 +
√
1− 2ω2 · u
Y = β1x1 + β2x2 + δe
(1.3)
where the xi are standardized; e and u are independent Gaussian noise terms; δ, ω, β1 and
β2 are scalars. As shown in Figure 3, the dependence structure is more complicated than the
standard depend nce s ructure: Y n w has two parents and a ‘sibling’. Since only x1 and
x2 are inf rmative variables in (1.3), an accurate variable-selection algorithm should select
only x1 and x2. The fundamental condition for variable-selection accuracy and consistency
of lasso and forward regression (Zhao and Yu, 2006; Zhang, 2009) (see Definition 2.1), the
irrepresentable condition (IRC), may or may not be satisfied depending on the values of
ω, β1 and β2. Loosely speaking, IRC requires that the informative variables cannot explain
‘too much’ of the variation in any redundant variable. Absent IRC, the variable-selection
algorithm may have difficulty identifying the informative variables.
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fig:example_2
Fig 3: (Zhao and Yu, 2006) Example 2 dependence structure with latent u and e.
In simulations, Zhao and Yu (2006) set δ = 1, ω = 2
3
, β2 = 3 and n = 1, 000 with
(a) β1 = 2, implying strong IRC fails, and (b) β1 = −2, implying strong IRC holds. The
solution paths (solved by lars-lasso) from the lasso regression of Y on x1, x2 and x3 are shown
in Figure 4. In (a), lars-lasso prefers the x3 sibling of Y over the true parents x1 and x2,
wrongly selecting x3 as an informative variable. Lars-lasso does not make the same mistake
in (b) when strong IRC is satisfied.
The challenge in Example 2 is the strong multicollinearity resulting from the non-standard
dependence structure, a problem that may be pervasive in empirical research. The standard
structure in Figure 1 assumes that redundant variables are neither parent(s) nor children
of the informative variables, implying violation of IRC is unlikely. However, in Example 2
the redundant variables and informative variables are causally related, resulting in strong
multicollinearity. The strong multicollinearity may violate IRC and induce errors into variable
selection. Clearly, the robustness of variable selection to strong multicollinearity and non-
standard dependence structures is an important empirical issue. In Simulation 3 below, we
use a dependence structure similar to Example 2 to investigate the accuracy of variable
selection under different settings of the IRC in high dimensions.
1.3. Main results
In this paper, we introduce a stabilized least-angle regression algorithm called subsample-
ordered least-angle regression (solar). Unlike traditional forward regression or lars-lasso, solar
is based on the average L0 solution path from least-angle regression on multiple subsamples.
As such, solar substantially mitigates several issues faced by least-angle regression and for-
ward regression in high-dimensional spaces. Solar has a very similar computation load to
lars-lasso. Further, solar is more robust to non-standard dependence structures in regression
analysis and potentially generalizable to variable selection with a variety of lasso-type and
forward regression estimators. We provide the necessary pseudo-code and Python package
for solar.
We illustrate the following attributes of solar using simulations: (1) when p/n approaches 0
rapidly, with the same computation load as lars-lasso, solar is more responsive to decreases in
p/n, yielding significant improvements in variable-selection performance over K-fold, cross-
validated least-angle regression for lasso (CV-lars-lasso, for short) and cross-validated, cyclic
pathwise coordinate descent with warm start (CV-cd, for short); (2) when n and p both
increase rapidly in high-dimensional space, solar significantly outperforms CV-lars-lasso and
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ON MODEL SELECTION CONSISTENCY OF LASSO
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Figure 1: An example to illustrate Lasso’s (in)consistency in Model Selection. The Lasso paths for
settings (a) and (b) are plotted in the left and right panel respectively.
For large n, e′ ∗Y ∗ is on a smaller order than the rest of the terms. If ˆβ3 is zero, the signs of X1’s
and X2’s inner products with Y agree with the signs of ˆβ1 and ˆβ2. Therefore for Lasso to be sign
consistent, the signs of β1 and β2 has to disagree which happens in setting (b) but not setting (a).
Consequently, in setting (a) Lasso does not shrink ˆβ3 to 0. Instead, the L1 regularization prefers
X3 over X1 and X2 as Lasso picks up X3 first and never shrinks it back to zero. For setting (b), Strong
Irrepresentable Condition holds and with a proper amount of regularization, Lasso correctly shrinks
ˆβ3 to 0.
3.2 Simulation Example 2: Quantitative Evaluation of Impact of Strong Irrepresentable
Condition on Model Selection
In this example, we give some quantitative sense on the relationship between the probability of
Lasso selecting the correct model and how well Strong Irrepresentable Condition holds (or fails).
First, we take n = 100 ,p = 32, q = 5 and β1 = (7,4,2,1,1)T and choose a small σ2 = 0.1 to allow
us to go into asymptotic quickly.
Then we would like to generate 100 designs of X as follows. We first sample a covariance
matrix S from Wishart(p,p) (see section 3.3 for details), then take n samples of Xi from N(0,S), and
finally normalize them to have mean squares 1 as in common applications of Lasso. Such generated
samples represent a variety of designs: some satisfy Strong Irrepresentable Condition with a large
η, while others fail the condition badly. To evaluate how well the Irrepresentable condition holds we
calculate η∞ = 1−‖Cn21(Cn11)−1sign(βn(1))‖∞. So if η∞ > 0, Strong Irrepresentable holds otherwise it
2551
(a) Strong IRC fails
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matrix S from Wishart(p,p) (see section 3.3 for details), then take n samples of Xi from N(0,S), and
finally normalize them to have mean squares 1 as in common applications of Lasso. Such generated
samples represent a variety of designs: some satisfy Strong Irrepresentable Condition with a large
η, while others fail the condition badly. To evaluate how well the Irrepresentable condition holds we
calculate η∞ = 1−‖Cn21(Cn11)−1sign(βn(1))‖∞. So if η∞ > 0, Strong Irrepresentable holds otherwise it
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(b) Strong IRC satisfied
Fig 4: (Zhao and Yu, 2006) Example 2: variable selection with lars-lasso.
CV-cd in terms of convergence ten e cy, sparsity (a 37-64% reduction in the average number
of selected variables), stability and accuracy of variable selection in high-dimensional spaces;
(3) solar is robust to non-standard dependence structures in regression analysis, implying
better variable-selection accuracy compared with CV-lars-lasso under different settings of
the IRC. Our simul tion results suggest that olar may lead to substantial improvements
for forward regression, lasso-type estimators and the lasso-based ensemble algorithms (e.g.,
Bach (2008) and Meinshausen and Bu¨hlmann (2010)) without increasing the computation
load.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce solar and compare it with
other variable-selection methods. In section 3, we illustrate the stepwise computation of solar
and discuss its computation load. In section 4, we demo strate the impr vements of solar
over lars-lasso using a comprehensive set of simulations, in which CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd
are the competitors.
2. Solar: subsample ordered least-angle regression
In this section, we introduce solar and illustrate wit a few examples its potential advantages
over commonly used variable-selection methods. To keep the exposition precise, we first set
up our notation.
Definition 2.1 (Notation).
1. Given a gen ric vecto w ∈ Rd×1, define supp (w) = {j | wj 6= 0}. For any vari ble-
select on algorithm, define the active set F ⊂ {1, . . . , d} as the set of indices for the
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selected variables and |F | as the cardinality of F . Given a sample X ∈ Rn×p and
Y ∈ Rn×1, define
β (F, Y ) = arg min
β
1
2
‖Y −Xβ‖22
s.t. supp (β) ⊂ F. (2.1)
2. Let
{(
Y k, Xk
) |k = 1, . . . , K} be subsamples of equal size, randomly sampled without
replacement from (X, Y ). Let nsub be the size of each subsample and denote p˜ =
min {nsub, p}. Given F ⊂ {1, . . . , d}, define XF to be the n× |F | matrix with columns
{xj | j ∈ F}. Based on Tropp (2004) and Wainwright (2009), define
µ (F ) = max
{∥∥∥∥((XF )T XF)−1 (XF )T xj∥∥∥∥
1
| ∀j 6∈ F
}
ρ (F ) = min
{
1
2
‖Xb‖22 / ‖b‖22 | supp (b) ⊂ F
}
with values µk (F ) and ρk (F ) on each subsample.
3. Given a constant 1 > η > 0, the strong irrepresentable condition is satisfied if
µk (F ) 6 1− η and the weak irrepresentable condition is satisfied if µk (F ) < 1.
4. At stage l of forward regression, denote the coefficients to be β (l), F (l) = supp β (l),
the regression residual e (l) = Y −Xβ (l) and  (l) = max
{∣∣∣ (xj)T e (l)∣∣∣ | ∀j 6∈ F (l)}.
Several remarks apply to the definitions. The irrepresentable condition (first defined in
Zhao and Yu (2006)) is a sufficient and (almost) necessary condition for variable-selection
consistency of lasso and forward regression.3 We discuss the IRC in more detail in sections
4.3. Lastly,  (l) measures the largest covariation between xj and the regression residual e at
stage l. To keep the exposition in the paper concise, we rule out perfect collinearity among
the informative variables and assume that Y is uniquely represented by a regression on the
informative variables in the population.
To avoid confusion, we also need to define the solution path for forward regression (in-
cluding lars). In the literature, the definition of the solution path depends on the research
question. The solution path for forward regression is the trajectory of the βi at each stage.
For L1 shrinkage (lars-lasso), the solution path (also referred to as the L1 arc) can also be
defined as the trajectory of the βi at each value of ‖β‖1 (as in Figure 4) or each value of the
L1 ratio t (as in the R package ‘lars’ in Hastie and Efron (2013)). Since we focus on variable
selection accuracy, the only relevant feature of βi is whether βi = 0 (or ‖βi‖0 = 0) at each
stage. Thus, we define the solution path as follows.
Definition 2.2 (L0 solution path). Define the L0 solution path of forward regression on(
Y k, Xk
)
to be the order that forward regression includes variables across all stages. For
example, in Figure 4a, lars-lasso includes x3 at stage 1, x2 at stage 2 and x1 at stage
3The IRC takes different forms in the literature. Definition 2.1 follows Tropp (2004), Zhang (2009) and
Wainwright (2009). While the Zhao and Yu (2006) definition takes a different form to Definition 2.1 the two
are equivalent. Zhao and Yu (2006) shows that IRC is closely related to β˜(z), the coefficients from a regression
of a redundant variable z on all the informative variables. When the signs of the true β are unknown, weak
IRC requires
∥∥∥β˜(z)∥∥∥
1
< 1 and strong IRC requires
∥∥∥β˜(z)∥∥∥
1
< 1− η, for any redundant variable z.
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3. As a result, the L0 solution path of lars-lasso can be represented as an ordered set
{{x3} , {x3,x2} , {x3,x2,x1}}.
The L0 solution path plays a vital role in this paper. Given a fixed dimension of X and
constant population variance of Y and assuming IRC is satisfied, Zhang (2009, Theorem 2)
implies the earlier forward regression stops, the more likely the variables selected are infor-
mative. As a result, the L0 solution path may be used to identify informative variables.
2.1. Average L0 solution path estimation
The L0 solution path is the foundation of forward regression. To stabilize least-angle regres-
sion in high-dimensional spaces, we first reduce the sensitivity of its solution path in cases
where p > n. The average L0 solution path estimation algorithm (summarized in Algorithm 2
and illustrated in Figure 5) accomplishes this task by estimating the average stage xi enters
the solution path of lars.
Algorithm 2: average L0 solution path estimation
input : (Y,X).
1 generate K subsamples
{(
Y k, Xk
)}K
k=1
;
2 set p˜ = min {nsub, p};
3 for k := 1 to K, stepsize = 1 do
4 run an unrestricted lars (Algorithm 3.2 in Friedman et al. (2001)) on
(
Y k, Xk
)
and record
the order of variable inclusion at each stagea;
5 define q̂k = 0 ∈ Rp;
6 for all i and l, if xi is included at stage l, set q̂
k
i = (p˜+ 1− l)/p˜, where q̂ki is the ith entry
of q̂k;
7 end
8 q̂ := 1K
∑K
k=1 q̂
k;
9 return q̂
aAlgorithm 3.2 in Friedman et al. (2001) omits the lasso modification that drops xi when βi hits 0. Lars-
lasso is Algorithm 3.2a in Friedman et al. (2001). To incorporate lars-lasso into Algorithm 2, simply add the
requirement at the end of line 6 that if xi is included at some stage of lars and its regression coefficient βi
hits 0 at a later stage, set q̂ki = 0. This additional requirement may be helpful in high-dimensional data with
very small n.
The first step in Algorithm 2 is, without loss of generality, to generate subsamples without
replacement. The next step (lines 4-6) is to compute q̂k, which summarizes the order that
lars includes each xi across all stages (as in the Figure 5 example). As shown in line 6 of
Algorithm 2 and Figure 5, for lars on
(
Y k, Xk
)
, variables included at earlier stages have
larger corresponding q̂ki values: the first variable included is assigned 1, the last is assigned
1/p˜ and the dropped variables are assigned 0 (which occurs only when p > n). Thus, by
(decreasingly) ranking the xi according to their corresponding q̂
k
i values, we obtain the L0
solution path of lars. The Zhang (2009, Theorem 2) result implies that the variables with
the largest q̂ki values, on average, are more likely to be informative variables.
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Fig 5: Computation of q̂ on 2 subsamples, where {x1,x2} are informative and x3 is redundant.
The third step in Algorithm 2 (lines 3-8) is to reduce the impact of sensitivity in the q̂ki
values. The q̂ki may be sensitive because they are computed using lars, which is sensitive in
high-dimensional spaces to multicollinearity, sampling randomness and noise. A consequence
of the sensitivity is that a redundant variable may be included at an early stage in some
subsample
(
Y k, Xk
)
. Consider the example in Figure 5, where x1 and x2 are informative and
x3 is redundant. In subsample (Y
1, X1) at stage 2, the redundant variable x3 is included,
implying q̂13 (the q̂
k
i value for x3 in (Y
1, X1)) is larger than q̂12 (the q̂
k
i value for the informative
variable x2 in (Y
1, X1)). Thus, to reduce the impact of sensitivity in the q̂ki , we compute
q̂ := 1
K
∑K
k=1 q̂
k and rank the xi (decreasingly) based on the corresponding value of q̂i (the
ith entry of q̂), to get the average L0 solution path. The formal definition of the average L0
solution path is as follows.
Definition 2.3 (average L0 solution path). Define the average L0 solution path of for-
ward regression on
{(
Y k, Xk
)}K
k=1
to be the decreasing order of variables based on their
corresponding q̂i values. For example, in Figure 5, the q̂i values for x1, x2 and x3 are, re-
spectively, q̂1 = 5/6, q̂2 = 4/6 and q̂3 = 3/6. As a result, the average L0 solution path can
be represented as an ordered set {{x1} , {x1,x2} , {x1,x2,x3}}.
The idea behind averaging q̂k is simple and intuitive. While on some subsample(s) a re-
dundant variable may be included at an early stage, the informative variables, on average,
should be included in forward regression before the redundant variables, implying that, on
average, the corresponding q̂ki values for the informative variables should be larger than the
q̂ki values for the redundant variables. Equivalently, the corresponding q̂i values for the infor-
mative variables should be larger than q̂i values for the redundant variables. Hence, to select
informative variables quickly and accurately, it is natural to focus on variables with large q̂i.
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Discussion: advantages of the average L0 solution path in non-standard
dependence structures
Compared with other variable selection methods, the average L0 solution path is more likely
to be reliable in the presence of non-standard dependence structures, i.e., those that do not
match the Figure 1 structure. We illustrate the point with the following two examples.
	xଵ 		ܻ 	ݑ 	xଷ
		xଶ
	xସ 	xଽଽ. . .
Fig 6: Collider structure of x2 with latent u.
In Figure 6, we consider the case where variable selection is more than ‘parent selection’.
Specifically, Y has two informative variables: a spouse (x1) and a child (x2). Figure 6 depicts
a common scenario in empirical regression: informative variables may be marginally uncor-
related to Y in the DGP. In data with such dependence structures, Example 3 demonstrates
that forward regression (including solar and lars-lasso) is likely to be more reliable than
post-lasso selection rules and variable screening.
Example 3. In the Figure 6 dependence structure there are 100 variables and x2 is (causally)
generated by its parents {x1, Y } as follows,
x2 = α1x1 + α2Y + u, (2.2)
where x1 is marginally uncorrelated with Y , x1 and Y are marginally and conditionally
uncorrelated with any redundant variable, {α1, α2} are population regression coefficients
and u is a Gaussian noise term. If Y is chosen to be the response variable, we have the
population regression equation
Y = −α1
α2
x1 +
1
α2
x2 − 1
α2
u. (2.3)
Note that x1 and x2 are both informative variables for Y based on Definition 1.1. However,
since x1 is marginally uncorrelated with Y in the population, post-lasso variable selection
rules may be prone to purging x1 incorrectly. Given the value of λ in grid search, the base
strong rule (Tibshirani et al., 2012) and the safe rule (Ghaoui et al., 2010) for lasso purge
any selected variable that satisfies, respectively, (2.4) and (2.5):∣∣xTi Y ∣∣ < λ− ‖xi‖2 ‖Y ‖2 λmax−λλmax ; (2.4)∣∣xTi Y ∣∣ < 2λ− λmax, (2.5)
where the xi are standardized and λmax is the value of λ that purges all the variables in
coordinate descent optimization. Both rules are based on the marginal covariance between
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xi and Y . For a given value of λ (typically selected by CV), lasso likely will select x1 and
x2 along with some redundant variables from {x3, . . . ,x99} (since the DGP does not violate
any IRC). Since corr (x1, Y ) = corr (x3, Y ) = · · · = corr (x99, Y ) = 0 in the population,
the sample value of
∣∣xT1 Y ∣∣ will be approximately as small as the ∣∣xTi Y ∣∣ of any redundant
variable. Put another way, x1 cannot be distinguished from the redundant variables by the
value of
∣∣xTi Y ∣∣. To ensure x1 is not purged by (2.4) or (2.5), both λ − ‖x1‖2 ‖Y ‖2 λmax−λλmax
and 2λ− λmax must be smaller than
∣∣xT1 Y ∣∣. However, this will lead to two problems. First,
decreasing the right-hand side of (2.4) and (2.5) will reduce the value of λ, implying that
lasso will select more redundant variables. Second, since
∣∣xT1 Y ∣∣ will be approximately as
small as the
∣∣xTi Y ∣∣ of any redundant variable selected by lasso, not purging x1 (by reducing
both right-hand side terms) may result in (2.4) and (2.5) retaining redundant variables.
Variable screening methods (Fan and Lv, 2008; Hall and Miller, 2009; Hall et al., 2009)
may also be prone to selecting redundant variables. Screening ranks variables decreasingly
based on the absolute values of their marginal correlations to Y , selecting the top w variables
(with w selected by CV, bootstrap or BIC). Since corr (x2, Y ) 6= 0 in the population, marginal
correlation ranking will put x2 at the beginning of the ranking. However, it may not rank
x1 highly because corr (x1, Y ) = 0 in the population. Thus, some redundant variables may
be ranked between x2 and x1, implying that if both x1 and x2 are selected, screening will
select redundant variables.
The average L0 solution path will not suffer the same problem. For convenience, assume
−α1/α2 > 0 and p/n = 100/200 or smaller. For lars, as we increase ‖β2‖1 at stage 1 (i.e.,
as we ‘partial’ x2 out of Y ), the marginal correlation between Y − β2x2 and x1 will increase
above 0 significantly while the marginal correlation between Y − β2x2 and any redundant
variable will remain approximately 0. Thus, in the L0 solution path and, hence, the average
L0 solution path, x1 will be included immediately after x2 is included. 
In the second example we revisit Example 2, which illustrates another common scenario
in empirical regression: redundant variables may be marginally correlated to Y in the DGP.
In this example we choose specific values of β1, β2, ω and δ to demonstrate that, even
when IRC is not violated, post-lasso selection rules and variable screening methods may
have difficulty purging x3 (the sibling of Y ). While forward regression is generally reliable,
sensitivity may be an issue when n is small. By contrast, solar is more reliable, as will be
shown in simulations 1 and 2.
Example 2 revisited. In Example 2, Y has two parents (informative variables) and a sibling
(redundant variable). Due to the confounding structure, x1, x2 and x3 are all marginally
correlated to Y . Moreover, x3 is also marginally correlated to x1 and x2. Consider a specific
DGP for Example 2, {
x3 =
1
3
x1 +
1
3
x2 +
√
7
3
u,
Y = 7
10
x1 +
2
10
x2 +
√
47
10
e,
(2.6)
where x1, x2, u and e are independent; x3 is independent from e; Y is independent from u;
and all variables are standardized. Thus, when n is large and the sample correlations close to
the corresponding population values, the sample marginal correlations to Y can be ranked
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in decreasing order,
corr (x1, Y ) = 0.7
corr (x3, Y ) = corr
(
1
3
x1 +
1
3
x2,
7
10
x1 +
2
10
x2
)
= 0.3.
corr (x2, Y ) = 0.2
(2.7)
Thus, because x2 ranks below x1 and x3 in terms of marginal correlations to Y , the variable
screening method will have to select all 3 variables, including the redundant variable x3, to
avoid omitting x2.
Similarly, the base strong rule and safe rule may also have difficulty purging x3. Because
corr (x3, Y ) is larger than corr (x2, Y ), if lasso selects both x3 and x2 and we use the base
strong rule or the safe rule to purge x3, we will also purge x2.
Forward regression and lars-lasso will not make the same error. Because (2.6) does not
violate the IRC, variable-selection consistency of lars-lasso and forward regression is assured
by the theoretical results of Zhang (2009) and Zhao and Yu (2006). Specifically in forward
regression, x1 will be included at the first stage. After controlling for x1, the partial cor-
relations to Y of both x2 and x3 can be ranked in decreasing order as follows (when n is
large),
corr (x2, Y |x1) = corr
(
x2,
2
10
x2
)
= 0.2.
corr (x3, Y |x1) = corr
(
1
3
x1 +
1
3
x2,
2
10
x2
)
= 0.0667.
(2.8)
Thus, at the second stage, forward regression will include x2, not x3. After controlling for
both x1 and x2, the remaining variation in Y comes from e, which x3 cannot explain. As a
result, CV or BIC will terminate forward regression after the second stage and x3 will not
be selected.
Despite their advantage over rank-based methods when n is large, lars-lasso and forward
regression still suffer from sensitivity in high-dimensional spaces when n is small. By contrast,
the average L0 solution path based on q̂i reduces the sensitivity of forward regression to sub-
sampling randomness, multicollinearity, noise and outliers. Simulation 3 below investigates
in detail a similar dependence structure to (2.6). 
The essential reason screening, the base strong rule and the safe rule struggle in these
two examples is that they rely on the marginal correlations of variables to Y . By contrast,
informative variables in regression analysis are defined in terms of conditional correlations.
In many scenarios, marginal and conditional correlations are aligned. However, if the regres-
sion dependence structure deviates from the standard, variable selection based conditional
correlation is able to select informative variables when selection based marginal correlation
may not.
2.2. Subsample-ordered least-angle regression
The solar algorithm is based on Algorithm 2. It is summarized in Algorithm 3 and illustrated
in Figure 7. Instead of the equiangular, partial-correlation search in least-angle regression,
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Algorithm 3: Subsample-ordered least-angle regression (solar)
input : (Y,X)
1 Randomly select 20% of the points in (Y,X) to be the validation set (Yv, Xv); denote the
remaining points (Yr, Xr);
2 estimate q̂ using Algorithm 2 on (Yr, Xr);
3 for c := 1 to 0, stepsize = −0.02 do
4 set Q(c) = {xj | q̂j > c,∀j} and add all variables in Q(c) into an OLS model;
5 if sample size of (Yr, Xr) is not less than |Q(c)| then
6 train the OLS model on (Yr, Xr) and compute its validation error on (Yv, Xv);
7 else
8 break the if-else statement and for loop
9 end
10 end
11 find c∗, the value of c associated with the minimal validation error on (Yv, Xv); find Q(c∗);
12 (optional) start backward elimination on all variables in Q (c∗) using (Y,X) and redefine
Q (c∗) to be variables that survive backwards elimination;
13 return q̂, β (Q (c∗) , Y )
variables are included into forward regression according to their order in the average L0
solution path. Variables that are more likely to be informative will be included at earlier
stages. Thus, variable selection is accomplished using the average L0 solution path estimated
in Algorithm 2. Note that the 20% validation set size at step 1 of the solar algorithm is based
on heuristics of training-test splits in machine learning. Note also that the solar algorithm
does not rely on validation per se: other methods such as Mallow’s Cp, BIC or AIC may be
used.4
As illustrated in Figure 7, we use q̂ from Algorithm 2 to generate a list of variables
Q (c) = {xj | q̂j > c,∀j 6 p}. For any c1 > c2, Q (c1) ⊂ Q (c2), implying there exists a
sequence of nested sets {Q(c)|c = 1, 0.98, . . . , 0}. Each c denotes a stage of forward or least-
angle regression. Thus, for a given value of c, Q(c) denotes the set of variables with ‖βi‖0 = 1
on average and Q(c)−Q(c+0.02) is the set of variables with ‖βi‖0 just turning to 1. Therefore,
{Q(c)|c = 1, 0.98, . . . , 0} is the average L0 solution path of Definition 2.3. By reducing c in
steps, Algorithm 3 includes variables according to their (decreasing) q̂j values. Validation
is implemented to determine the optimal c, returning the variable list with the minimum
validation error. At the end of Algorithm 3, the regression coefficient estimates on Q (c∗) are
returned. Backwards elimination, proposed by Zhang (2009) to improve the pruning accuracy
of redundant variables, is available as an option in Algorithm 3.
The essence of Algorithm 3 is to conduct variable selection using the average L0 solution
path. In cases where L1-shrinkage is required (e.g., L1-shrinked kernel methods in reproducing
kernel Hilbert spaces, including kernelized lasso and L1-penalty kernel logistic regression), we
may modify Algorithm 3 slightly, yielding the solars algorithm summarized in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 is a simple modification of lars-lasso. Lars-lasso includes variables stepwise
4We choose validation because it relies on fewer assumptions and can be applied to a wider range of
models than BIC or AIC.
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Fig 7: Computation flow for Algorithm 3 (continued from Figure 5).
into the solution path according to their partial correlations to Y . By contrast, Algorithm 4
partitions variables into groups (Q(ĉ)−Q(ĉ+ 0.02),∀ĉ ∈ [0, 1]) according to their positions
in the average L0 solution path. Variables in the same Q(ĉ) − Q(ĉ + 0.02) are, on average,
included by lars-lasso at the same stage. As a result, variables in the same Q(ĉ)−Q(ĉ+0.02)
are added simultaneously in Algorithm 4.5
The aim of the Algorithm 4 modification is to increase tolerance to multicollinearity and
non-standard dependence structures, with the goal of stabilizing solar(s) under harsh settings
of the IRC. As shown in the simulations below, all the informative variables are listed at
the beginning of the average L0 solution path. Thus, informative variables are likely to be
included at the very beginning of the loop between lines 4 and 6 of Algorithm 4. After all
the informative variables have been included, the βi of some redundant variables will begin
to hit 0 repeatedly, as they would with lars-lasso, resulting in immediate elimination from
the regression.
5This is similar to group lasso. The difference is that in group lasso all variables are manually grouped
whereas in Algorithm 4 variables are grouped on the basis of the average L0 solution path.
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Algorithm 4: Subsample-ordered least-angle regression with shrinkage (solars)
input : (Y,X)
1 Randomly select 20% of the points in (Y,X) to be the validation set (Yv, Xv); denote the
remaining points (Yr, Xr);
2 estimate q̂ using Algorithm 2 on (Yr, Xr); similar to Algorithm 3, obtain the average L0
solution path {Q(c)|c = 1, 0.98, . . . , 0}
3 Set ĉ := 1;
/* lars-lasso on the average L0 solution path starts here */
4 Add all variables in the set Q(ĉ)−Q(ĉ+ 0.02) into regression model of Y ; increase their
coefficient βj in the direction of the sign of their correlation with Y ; take residuals  = Y − ŷ
along the way; drop any xi with corresponding βi hit 0 ;
5 stop line 4 when max {corr (xi, ) |xi ∈ Q(ĉ)−Q(ĉ+ 0.02)} is equal to
max {corr (xi, ) |xi ∈ Q(ĉ− 0.02)−Q(ĉ)};
6 Set ĉ := ĉ− 0.02 and move back to line 4 until ĉ = 0 or the number of variables in Q(ĉ) equals
n;
/* lars-lasso on the average L0 solution path ends here */
7 Based on the L1 arc computed from line 4 to 6, use (Yv, Xv) for validation to determine the
optimal L1 shrinkage ratio t
∗ and corresponding regression coefficient β∗
8 return t∗, β∗
Discussion: effects of selection and shrinkage on the average L0 solution path
Typically, lars-lasso is considered superior to forward regression in many applications. As
Yuan and Lin (2007) shows, once a redundant variable is included by forward regression at
stage l, it cannot be dropped at a subsequent stage. Suppose two informative variables x1
and x3 are included, respectively, at stage 1 and 3 and a redundant variable z is included
at stage 2. To avoid forward regression mistakenly purging x3, z will be retained in the final
regression model. By contrast, a (redundant) variable included at stage l in the lars-lasso
solution path may be dropped when its regression coefficient hits 0 in following stages. Thus,
lars-lasso is less prone than forward regression to selecting redundant variables.
Nevertheless, the L1 arch of lars-lasso and the forward regression solution path may not
be robust to sampling randomness or multicollinearity in high-dimensional data. As a re-
sult, redundant variables may be included at early stages in the lars-lasso solution path.
By contrast, the simulations below repeatedly show that the average L0 solution path in
solar is more likely to include informative variables before redundant variables. Hence, by
computing the average L0 solution path, solar is more robust to sampling randomness and
multicollinearity. In simulations 1-3 below using a given high-dimensional data set we show
that, compared with lars-lasso, solar is more accurate and robust in terms of distinguishing
informative variables from redundant variables.
Solar(s) has several other advantages. First, it solves Example 1 type problems. Solar(s)
relies on a single, average L0 solution path ({Q(c)|c = 1, 0.98, . . . , 0}) and a fixed training-
validation split to determine c∗ for solar (t∗ for solars). As a result, on the average L0
solution path, each value of c is mapped to a unique set of selected variables and each value
of t is uniquely mapped to a given shrinkage amount. Second, given a standard dependence
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structure, because each value of t is uniquely mapped to a value of λ (computable under
Kuhn-Tucker conditions), we can apply post-lasso selection rules to the Algorithm 4 results.
Third, since the average L0 solution path gives Algorithms 3 and 4 additional robustness
against subsampling randomness, multicollinearity, noise and outliers in high-dimensional
spaces, post-estimation statistical tests (for either lars-lasso or forward regression) on Algo-
rithm 3 and 4 results are more appropriate. Last but not least, both solar and solars are
computationally efficient (see section 3.1).
Owing to their flexibility, solar and solars may be generalized to a range of statistical prob-
lems, although which application is suitable depends on the research setting. Solar (selection
without shrinkage) and solars (selection with shrinkage) are both well-suited to classical lin-
ear regression. However, differences in the way variables are selected in the two algorithms
highlights an important feature of Algorithm 3. Solar may be thought of as ‘selective shrink-
age’: the βi of the selected variables are free from shrinkage while the βj of the eliminated
variables are shrinked directly to 0. Thus, Algorithm 3 retains a property called ‘probabilistic
unbiasedness’ (similar to the Meinshausen (2007) result for relaxed lasso) that Algorithm 4
does not: with a large probability, a solar regression coefficient is unbiased (as shown in
simulations 1, 2 and 3). Partially due to this property, we choose solar for the simulations
and do not consider Algorithm 4 further.
3. Subsample-ordered least-angle regression: computation
In this section, we illustrate the computation of solar and discuss its computation load. The
Python package solarpy for solar—coded in Python 3.7.3 (under Anaconda3 version 2019-
03) on Debian 9.7 (equivalently, Ubuntu 18.04.2)—is contained in supplementary file B. The
Python code is extensively documented with detailed comments and stepwise explanations.
3.1. Computation load
Since the computation load of least-angle regression on a given sample is fixed, we may use
the number of least-angle regressions required by solar and K-fold, cross-validated least-
angle regression for lasso (CV-lars-lasso) to approximate the respective computation loads.
For comparison purposes, we compute solar with K subsamples and CV-lars-lasso with K-
fold cross-validation.6 As shown in Algorithm 2, we need to compute one unconstrained lars
for solar on each subsample (Xk, Y k), implying we need to estimate K unconstrained lars to
compute q̂ (assuming we ignore the backwards-elimination option in Algorithm 3) and one
to compute c∗. CV-lars-lasso requires computing K lars to optimize the tuning parameter
t and, given the optimal tuning parameter, one lars on the full sample to select variables.
Thus, the computation load for solar is roughly the same as for CV-lars-lasso. Since solar is
shown to be more sparse, stable and accurate in terms of variable selection than CV-lars-lasso
6Some lasso modifications (e.g., fused lasso, grouped lasso) are designed to solve specific empirical problems
(e.g., spatial autocorrelation or dummy variable issues) that are not relevant to our paper. Moreover, it may
be difficult to investigate by how much other lasso variants outperform lasso. For example, while Jia and
Yu (2010) show numerically that elastic net has a slightly better variable-selection accuracy than lasso, they
also find that “when the lasso does not select the true model, it is more likely that the elastic net does not
select the true model either.” Hence, we focus on the comparison between lasso and solar.
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(sections 4.1-4.3), matching the computation load of CV-lars-lasso is an important attribute
of solar. It is harder to compare the computation loads for lars-lasso and coordinate descent.
Lars-lasso optimizes t in one training round; coordinate descent needs to be recomputed for
each value of λ in grid search. Hence, lars-lasso may require less computation than coordinate
descent in some data sets and more in others.
3.2. Solar computation
To demonstrate the step-by-step computation of solar, the data generating process (DGP)
is specified as follows. The response variable Y ∈ Rn×1 is generated by
Y = Xβ + e = 2x0 + 3x1 + 4x2 + 5x3 + 6x4 + e (3.1)
where X ∈ Rn×p is generated from a zero-mean, multivariate Gaussian distribution with
covariance matrix with 1 on the main diagonal and 0.5 for the off-diagonal elements. All
data points are identically and independently distributed. Each xj is independent from the
noise term e, which is standard Gaussian. Initially we set n = 200 and p = 100.
In this simulation, we first generate the sample (Y,X). For solar, we randomly reserve
20% of the points in (Y,X) as the validation set (denoted as (Yv, Xv) in Algorithm 3)
and use the remaining 80% (denoted as (Yr, Xr) in Algorithm 3) to generate subsamples.
Each subsample is generated by randomly removing 10% of the points in (Yr, Xr). Solar
competes with K-fold, cross-validated lars-lasso (CV-lars-lasso) and K-fold, cross-validated
pathwise cyclic coordinate descent with warm starts (CV-cd) estimated on (Y,X). CV-lars-
lasso and CV-cd are both from the Sci-kit learn library—a Google open-source machine-
learning Python package by Pedregosa et al. (2011). We choose the number of CV folds
and the number of subsamples generated in Algorithm 2 to be 10, following the Friedman
et al. (2001) simulations that show K = 10 balances the bias-variance trade-off in CV error
minimization.
Table 1 lists the variables selected by solar, CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd in this simulation.
Table 1
Variables selected by solar, CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd in the initial simulation.
Variables selected (listed in order of selection) Total
solar x4,x3,x2,x1,x0 5
CV-lars-lasso x4,x3,x2,x1,x0,x71,x91,x90,x17,x40,x70,x65,x94,x28 14
CV-cd x4,x3,x2,x1,x0,x71,x91,x90,x17,x40,x70,x65,x94,x28,x19,x31,x41 17
Table 1 shows that solar successfully selects all the informative variables and drops all the
redundant variables. The performance of CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd is similar though inferior
to solar: CV-lars-lasso selects 9 redundant variables and CV-cd selects 12 variables
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Fig 8: Tuning c using validation.
Figure 8 shows the solar tuning procedure for c: the path to c∗ that minimizes the validation
error. In this case, c∗ = 0.955 returns the minimum validation error, implying the list of
selected variables {xj | q̂j > 0.955} (the validation errors of c > 0.955 are well over 5 and
hence not plotted in Figure 8).
Table 2
Variables in Q(c) = {xj |q̂j > c} (c∗ in red)
c Variables in Q(c)
1 {x4}
0.977 {x4,x3,x2}
0.955 {x4,x3,x2,x1,x0}
0.911 {x4,x3,x2,x1,x0,x19}
0.888 {x4,x3,x2,x1,x0,x19,x68,x40,x18}
0.755 {x4,x3,x2,x1,x0,x19,x68,x40,x18,x91,x71}
Table 2 shows c∗ and the optimal variable group Q(c∗) highlighted in red, confirming that
only the first five variables are selected by solar. As shown in Table 1, while CV-lars-lasso
and CV-cd select the first five (informative) variables they also select a number of additional
(redundant) variables. Thus, solar has an advantage in terms of sparsity.
Table 2 also reveals an interesting feature of solar. As Lockhart et al. (2014) shows, test-
ing significance with the lasso is not straightforward due to L1 shrinkage and other lasso
attributes. By contrast, solar is a forward regression on the average L0 solution path. Since
the average L0 solution path is nested and since solar is free from shrinkage, it is straightfor-
ward to verify statistical significance of solar variable-selection results. For example, suppose
in the Table 2 results we are concerned that solar has wrongly included {x1,x0}. To inves-
tigate, we may simply set up a χ2-test with
H0 : β0 = β1 = 0;
H1 : βj 6= 0 for at least one of j = 0, 1,
where βj is the population value of βj.
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4. Subsample-ordered least-angle regression: simulations
In this section, we use simulations to compare the variable-selection performance of solar,
CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd in a variety of settings. We use four criteria for comparison: sparsity,
stability, accuracy and robustness. Sparsity is measured by the number of variables selected.
Stability is evaluated by the median and range of the distribution of the number of variables
selected. Accuracy is measured by the incidence of type-I and type-II errors in variable
selection defined as follows.
Definition 4.1 (Type-I and Type-II errors in variable selection).
1. If xj is a redundant variable that is selected by the variable-selection estimator, the
estimator commits a type-I variable-selection error on xj (denoted VSE-I(xj)).
2. If xj is an informative variable that is not selected by the variable-selection estima-
tor, the estimator commits a type-II variable-selection error on xj (denoted VSE-II(xj)).
Lastly, robustness is measured by the impact on sparsity, stability and accuracy of changes
in the irrepresentable condition (IRC).
The DGP for the simulations is the same as (3.1). We carry out 4 simulations (each with
200 repeats and fixed random seeds) to compare the performance of solar, CV-lars-lasso
and CV-cd using the same (X, Y ) data set. In simulation 1, we assess convergence for solar,
CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd for p = 100 as the sample size n increases (i.e., when p/n slowly
approaches 0 from above). Next, we compare the performance of solar, CV-lars-lasso and
CV-cd in high-dimensional spaces. In simulation 2a, p/n slowly approaches 1 from above,
and in simulation 2b, p/n remains constant as both n and p increase rapidly. In simulation 3,
we compare the performance of solar, CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd under different settings of the
irrepresentable condition when p/n = 50/200. The full set of simulation results are available
in supplementary file C.
4.1. Simulation 1: effect of sample size
Simulation 1 compares performance when p = 100 and sample size increases from 50 to 100
and 200. We find that solar tends to converge to (3.1) in terms of selected variables (Table 3,
Figures 10 and 11) and accuracy of the regression coefficients (Figure 12). As p/n decreases,
CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd also tend to converge to (3.1), although more slowly than solar.
Overall, we find that solar is more responsive to decreases in p/n than CV-lars-lasso and
CV-cd.
Sparsity and stability comparison
Figure 9 shows histograms of the number of variables selected by solar, CV-lars-lasso and
CV-cd from the 200 simulations. When p/n = 100/50, the Figure 9a and 9d histogram for
solar is right-skewed, with a median of 9.5, compared with the more symmetric CV-lars-lasso
and CV-cd histograms, which have medians of 18. When p/n falls to 100/100, the Figure 9b
and 9e solar histograms display thinner tails and a more prominent mode than CV-lars-lasso
and CV-cd. When p/n falls to 100/200, Figures 9c and 9f show a more conspicuous difference
between solar and its competitors. The mean for solar is just over 7.58, its median drops to
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Fig 9: Histogram of the number of variables selected in simulation 1: solar vs competitors.
5, the mode density rises and the right tail of the histogram becomes thinner. By contrast,
the medians for CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd decrease to 18 and the distributions shift slightly
to the left. Overall, solar is more sparse than CV-lars-lasso in terms of variable selection.
Table 3 summarizes the mean and median values of the number of variables selected in
Figure 9. The p/n = 100/50 case corresponds to a high-dimensional data variable-selection
problem. In this case, on average, CV-cd and CV-lars-lasso both select around 20 variables
and solar selects 12.33 variables, roughly 7 fewer. When n increases to 100, the mean and
median number of variables selected by solar decrease, the values for CV-lars-lasso actually
increase slightly, while the mean for CV-cd decreases and its median is unchanged from
n = 50. When n increases to 200, all three algorithms improve performance in terms of
sparsity, although both CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd select at least 10 more variables than solar.
Comparison of variable-selection accuracy
Given the DGP, Definition 4.1 states that an estimator that selects any of {x5, . . . ,x99}
commits a VSE-I while an estimator that drops any of {x0, . . . ,x4} commits a VSE-II.
Ideally, all 5 informative variables would be selected and all 95 redundant variables would
be dropped. Figure 10 shows the probabilities redundant variables are selected for the 15
variables with the highest probabilities. For CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd, Figures 10a and 10d
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Table 3
Number of variables selected in simulation 1.
p/n
100/50 100/100 100/200
mean solar 12.33 10.43 7.58
CV-lars-lasso 19.75 20.09 19.19
CV-cd 20.77 20.46 20.00
median solar 9.5 6 5
CV-lars-lasso 18 19 18
CV-cd 18 19 18
Pr(only select {x0,x1,x2,x3,x4}) solar 0.025 0.305 0.560
CV-lars-lasso 0 0 0
CV-cd 0 0 0
show the redundant variables x75 and x50 appear in the top-3 largest VSE-I probabilities
(over 0.2) while the remaining 14 variables have similar VSE-I probabilities. By contrast,
the VSE-I probabilities for solar in Figure 10a are about half the CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd
values.
When n increases to 100 in Figure 10h, the VSE-I probabilities for solar decrease for all
the variables. However, there is no decline in the CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd VSE-I proba-
bilities (Figures 10b and 10e). Likewise, as n increases to 200, Figure 10i shows the VSE-I
probabilities for solar decrease further while there is no clear improvement for CV-lars-lasso
or CV-cd. Consistent with Figures 9a-9c, the VSE-I probabilities fall more rapidly for solar
than for CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd as n increases from 50 to 200.
Figure 11 shows the probabilities that the 5 informative variables are selected in simula-
tion 1. In each case, solar, CV-cd and CV-lars-lasso select {x2,x3,x4} in all 200 simulations,
implying that no estimator commits a VSE-II on {x2,x3,x4}. When p/n = 100/50, solar
commits a VSE-II on x0 with 5% probability and x1 with 0.5% probability (see supplemen-
tary file C for detail). The solar VSE-IIs disappear for n > 50.
Across both types of variable selection error, solar largely retains all of the informative
variables and, on average, drops a larger number of redundant variables, reinforcing the su-
perior sparsity performance of solar noted above. Table 3 displays the probabilities solar,
CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd avoid both VSE-I and VSE-II, referred to as the VSE-free proba-
bility. While the VSE-free probability for solar increases quickly as p/n decreases, it remains
at 0 for CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd at all values of p/n.
Given the stability issue raised in Example 1, it is perhaps not surprising that CV-lars-
lasso shows little improvement as p/n falls to 100/200. Simulation 3 below shows that there
is a substantial improvement with CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd when p/n decreases further to
50/200 (Figure 19a, 19d, 20a, 20d, 21a and 21d). This is consistent with Example 1 and
Lim and Yu (2016). When p/n > 1, both CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd may encounter variable-
selection stability problems. However, as p/n falls below 1, the problems gradually disappear
as n increases. In other words, while CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd exhibit a tendency to converge
to the population model, it is a weaker tendency than solar. Hence, we conclude that solar
is overall more responsive to decreases in p/n in high-dimensional spaces.
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Fig 10: Probability of selecting redundant variables in simulation 1 (top 15 by probability).
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Fig 11: Probability of selecting informative variables in simulation 1.
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The boxplot of solar regression coefficient
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The boxplot of solar regression coefficient
(b) p/n = 100/100
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The boxplot of solar regression coefficient
(c) p/n = 100/200
Fig 12: Solar regression coefficient boxplots in simulation 1 (top 15 by mean).
Solar regression coefficient boxplots
The third property we investigate is the stability of the solar coefficient estimates. Since
there are 100 regression coefficients, we report only the top 15 (by mean) coefficient boxplots
across the 200 repeats. The Figure 12 boxplots clearly show a tendency for L2 consistency:
the boxplots for each solar regression coefficient become more concentrated around the cor-
responding population values as n increases from 50 to 200.
Figure 12 also illustrates an interesting attribute of solar, which we refer to as probabilistic
unbiasedness. Solar regression coefficients are estimated by OLS on the support pre-selected
by Algorithms 2 and 3. OLS coefficient estimates are unbiased under regularity conditions
and when all the informative variables are selected. Figure 10 shows that the probabilities
solar includes redundant variables decrease rapidly as n increases. Figure 11 shows that the
probabilities solar includes informative variables are 100% for p/n = 100/100 and 100/200.
Table 3 shows that the VSE-free probability for solar also increases rapidly. Thus, solar
regression coefficients should be unbiased with probability 100% when p/n is 100/100 and
100/200 and with probability 95% when p/n is 100/50. Figure 12 verifies this conjecture.
When p/n is 100/50, the β0 boxplot has 10 outliers at 0 while the β1 boxplot has only one.
For the β0 to β4 boxplots when p/n = 100/50, some of the medians are slightly below the
true values and some of the inter-quartile ranges are not perfectly symmetric around the true
values in the DGP (due to solar omitting x0 or x1 with probability 5%). When p/n decreases
to 100/100 and 100/200, the first 5 variables are selected with probability 100% and the β0
to β4 boxplots are almost perfectly symmetric around the true values in the DGP.
Discussion: selection versus shrinkage in classical regression analysis
In addition to the advantages of using the average L0 solution path, another advantage of
solar over CV-lars-lasso is that it does not involve shrinkage. CV-lars-lasso performs variable
selection by shrinking ‖β‖1, which is implemented by simultaneously shrinking each ‖βj‖1,
∀j 6 p. Since ‖βj‖1 of the informative variables is (presumably) larger than ‖βj‖1 of the
redundant variables, in principle there may exist an ‘ideal’ value of the shrinkage parameter
(say λ∗∗) that selects the informative variables and drops all the redundant variables. How-
ever, CV may not be the best tool to find λ∗∗. Shrinkage in CV-lars-lasso has two opposing
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effects on the CV error: shrinking ‖βj‖1 of the redundant variables tends on average to re-
duce it, while shrinking ‖βj‖1 of the informative variables tends on average to increase it.
Minimizing the CV error implicitly involves a trade-off between the two effects. In particular,
shrinkage will decrease the CV error if the former effect dominates (when λ is close to 0) and
increase it if the latter effect dominates (when a moderate amount of shrinkage has already
been applied to ‖βj‖1 of the informative variables, causing the βj of the informative variables
to be significantly biased towards 0), which likely occurs when λ is close to but still less than
λ∗∗. Hence, unless all the ‖βi‖1 of the informative variables are considerably larger than the
‖βi‖1 of the redundant variables, CV may choose a λ < λ∗∗ in a high-dimensional sample,
resulting in a number of redundant variables being selected.
Solar avoids this problem because it does not simultaneously shrink the βj, ∀j 6 p: once
a variable is recognized to be informative, its regression coefficient is not subject to shrink-
age. This avoids the CV-lars-lasso problem of ‘overshrinking’ the ‖βj‖1 of the informative
variables.7 Also, most of the time, q̂ places the informative variables at the beginning of the
average L0 solution path, resulting in better stability and accuracy in high-dimensional data.
Both improvements imply that solar is more likely than CV-lars-lasso to select informative
variables and drop redundant variables, effects that may be larger when p > n.
4.2. Simulation 2: effect of high-dimensional settings
With Example 1 in mind, simulation 2 investigates the stability and accuracy of solar, CV-
lars-lasso and CV-cd when p > n. In simulation 2a, we start with p = 150 and n = 50 and
change p/n to (slowly) approach 1 from 150/50 to 200/100 and 250/150. In this case, solar
shows a steady improvement in terms of sparsity, accuracy and stability (Table 4, Figures 13,
14 and 15). By contrast, CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd fail to show any substantial improvement.
In simulation 2b, we start with p = 400 and n = 200 and, keeping p/n constant, increase n
and p quickly from 400/200 to 800/400 and 1200/600. In this case, the performance of CV-
lars-lasso and CV-cd deteriorates rapidly across all criteria. The sparsity of solar deteriorates
slowly (Table 5) while the boxplots of the solar regression coefficients demonstrate a small but
steady improvement (a tendency to L2 consistency). Overall, simulation 2 reveals that the
advantages of solar over CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd are more pronounced in high dimensions.
4.2.1. Simulation 2a: small n; p/n approaches 1
Sparsity and stability comparison
Figure 13 shows the histograms of the number of variables selected by solar, CV-cd and
CV-lars-lasso by p/n. The solar histograms become more concentrated at the mode of 5 (the
number of informative variables) as p/n changes from 150/50 to 250/150. By contrast, the
histograms for CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd shift slightly rightwards as p/n approaches 1. Thus,
the solar empirical distributions tend to improve, in contrast to the CV-cd and CV-lars-lasso
distributions, which worsen. Again, solar demonstrates a clear advantage over CV-lars-lasso
and CV-cd in terms of stability.
7For a similar reason, solar likely dominates solars for variable selection in classical regression analysis.
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Fig 13: Histogram of the number of variables selected in simulation 2a.
Table 4
Number of variables selected in simulation 2a.
p/n
150/50 200/100 250/150
mean solar 14.07 10.10 9.7
CV-lars-lasso 22.41 23.34 25.37
CV-cd 24.37 24.92 26.96
median solar 12 8 6
CV-lars-lasso 20 22 23
CV-cd 20 22 23
Pr(only select {x0,x1,x2,x3,x4}) solar 0.015 0.115 0.445
CV-lars-lasso 0 0 0
CV-cd 0 0 0
Table 4 summarizes the information from the histograms, showing that CV-lars-lasso and
CV-cd deteriorate while solar improves as p/n falls. When p/n = 150/50, solar on average
selects at least 8 fewer variables than the competitors. When p/n falls to 200/100 and then to
250/150, the mean difference between solar and CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd actually increases,
respectively, to 14 and 17.
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Fig 14: Probability of selecting informative variables in simulation 2a.
Comparing simulations 1 (Table 3) and 2a (Table 4) reveals another interesting property
of solar. Compared to p/n = 100/100 in simulation 1, solar with p/n = 200/100 and 250/150
on average is more sparse. In fact, the mean and median for solar with p/n = 250/150 is
lower than for p/n = 100/100. On the other hand, the means and medians for CV-lars-lasso
and CV-cd increase when p/n changes from 100/100 to 200/100 and 250/150. Solar, CV-lars-
lasso and CV-cd select all the informative variables with probability 1 when p/n = 100/100,
200/100 and 250/150 (Figure 11 in simulation 1 and Figure 15 in simulation 2a). Thus, given
a small n, as p/n approaches 1, solar continues to improve in terms of sparsity and stability
after CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd have stopped improving.
Comparison of variable-selection accuracy
The results in Figure 14 are similar to Figure 11 in simulation 1. CV-cd and CV-lars-lasso
completely avoid any VSE-II while solar commits VSE-IIs only when p/n = 150/50 (on x0
with 7.99% probability and x1 with 0.05% probability).
Figure 15 shows that solar has substantially lower VSE-I probabilities than CV-lars-lasso
and CV-cd. When p/n = 150/50, the (top 15) probabilities of a VSE-I for solar is around 0.1
compared with 0.2 for CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd. While the VSE-I probabilities for CV-lars-
lasso and CV-cd decrease as p/n changes, the differences between solar and CV-lars-lasso
increase as p/n changes from 200/100 to 250/150. It is also worth noting that the decrease
in VSE-I probabilities for CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd do not help to improve variable-selection
accuracy and sparsity (the means and medians increase in Table 4) because p increases so
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(c) p/n = 250/150, CV-lars-lasso
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Fig 15: Probability of selecting redundant variables in simulation 2a (top 15 by probability).
rapidly in this simulation. On the other hand, the VSE-I probabilities approach 0 for solar,
consistent with Figure 13.
Solar regression coefficient boxplots
The Figure 14 findings are confirmed in Figure 16. When p/n = 150/50, there are 16 outliers
(black circles) for β0 and one for β1 at 0 while there are no outliers for β2, β3 and β4. As
p/n increases to 200/100 and 250/150, there are no outliers for β0 or β1 at 0. Meanwhile,
the boxplots for each solar coefficient estimate become narrower and more symmetric as
p/n changes, illustrating the same L2 convergence tendency and probabilistic unbiasedness
shown in Figure 12.
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Table 5
Number of variables selected in simulation 2b.
p/n
400/200 800/400 1200/600
mean solar 10.88 13.80 14.85
CV-lars-lasso 28.17 33.13 36.90
CV-cd 29.58 35.07 38.76
median solar 7 11 13
CV-lars-lasso 26 31 33
CV-cd 26 31 33
Pr(active set = {x0,x1,x2,x3,x4}) solar 0.150 0.010 0
CV-lars-lasso 0 0 0
CV-cd 0 0 0
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(b) p/n = 200/100
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(c) p/n = 250/150
Fig 16: Solar regression coefficient boxplots in simulation 2a (top 15 by mean).
4.2.2. Simulation 2b: p and n increase rapidly; p/n remains constant
We report only the sparsity and stability comparison and the boxplots of the solar regres-
sion coefficients in this setting because the variable-selection accuracy results are similar to
simulation 2a. The detailed results are available in supplementary file C. To summarize the
accuracy results: none of the algorithms commit a VSE-I in any case while solar commits
VSE-II with much lower probabilities than the competitors.
Sparsity and stability comparison
Table 5 shows that, as n and p increase rapidly, the sparsity of solar, CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd
deteriorate, although solar outperforms the competitors. When p/n changes from 400/200
to 800/400, the means for CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd increase by 5 and 6 respectively, while
the mean for solar increases by 3. The median number of variables selected for CV-lars-
lasso and CV-cd increase by 5 while for solar the median increases by 4. Similar conclusions
follow when p/n changes from 800/400 to 1200/600. Thus, solar also demonstrates a sparsity
advantage over CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd in this setting.
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Solar regression coefficient boxplots
The most interesting finding in simulation 2b is Figure 17: even though the sparsity of solar
worsens, the boxplots of the solar regression coefficients actually improve. From Figure 17a
to 17b and 17c, the boxplots become more concentrated around the true values and there
are fewer outliers (black circles).
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(b) p/n = 800/400
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(c) p/n = 1200/600
Fig 17: Solar regression coefficient boxplots in simulation 2 (top 15 by mean).
The reason for the improvement is as follows. Solar regression coefficients are computed
by OLS of Y on Q (c∗), the set of covariates selected by solar. Table 5 shows clearly that the
average number of |Q (c∗)| (the average number of variables selected by solar) only increases
slightly as p/n changes. Computed by OLS, solar regression coefficients converge to the
true values at the rate
√|Q (c∗)| /n. Since |Q (c∗)| increases only slightly when n increases
by 200 from Figure 17a to 17b or Figure 17b to 17c and since {x0, . . . ,x4} remain jointly
selected by solar, the boxplots become more concentrated around their true values. While
regression coefficients from relaxed lasso share similar properties, solar is the better choice
due to superior sparsity, stability, accuracy and its robustness to the irrepresentable condition
(shown in simulation 3).
4.3. Simulation 3: effect of different settings of the irrepresentable condition
Keeping in mind Example 2 and the discussion in section 2.1, simulation 3 explores the
robustness of solar, CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd to different settings of the IRC. Through simu-
lation and theoretical proof, many researchers have shown that the IRC guarantees variable-
selection consistency for lasso-type and forward regression (Zhao and Yu, 2006; Yuan and Lin,
2007; Zhang, 2009). Intuitively, the IRC requires that informative variables and redundant
variables cannot have too much ‘overlapping information’. Absent IRC, variable-selection
estimators may mistakenly select redundant variables.
As shown in Definition 2.1, there are two versions of the IRC. Strong IRC is sufficient for
variable-selection consistency in lasso and forward regression (Zhao and Yu, 2006; Zhang,
2009). Weak IRC is almost necessary for variable-selection consistency in lasso and forward
regression (Zhao and Yu, 2006). If there exists a variable such that µ (F ) > 1 (e.g., x3
in Example 2), it cannot be distinguished from the informative variables due to the high
level of multicollinearity. Hence, IRC is violated and variable-selection consistency cannot be
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established for either lasso or forward regression (Zhao and Yu, 2006; Yuan and Lin, 2007;
Zhang, 2009). Since the average L0 solution path of solar is computed via forward regression
across different subsamples, solar will also forfeit variable-selection consistency. Therefore,
in this simulation, we focus on µ (F ) 6 1.
We modify the DGP slightly in simulation 3 in order to control the value of µ (F ). To in-
crease the challenge of purging x5, we choose n = 200, p = 50 and generate [x0 . . .x4 x6 . . .x50]
from zero-mean, unit-variance multivariate Gaussian distributions where all the correlation
coefficients are 0.5.8 The modified DGP is as follows{
x5 = ωx0 + ωx1 + γ ·
√
1− 2ω2
Y = 2x0 + 3x1 + 4x2 + 5x3 + 6x4 + e
(4.1)
where ω ∈ R and γ, e are both standard Gaussian noise terms, independent from each other
and all the other variables in the simulation. By setting ω to either 1/4, 1/3 or 1/2, the
population value of µ (F ) changes, respectively, to either 1/2, 2/3 or 1.
Figure 18 displays the directed acyclic graph of the DGP in (4.1). The variables in the
DGP naturally constitute the Markov blanket of Y where x5, the variable constructed to
control µ (F ), is the sibling of Y . The goal here is to recover all the informative variables
for Y and to remove all the other (redundant) variables, especially x5. Consistent with the
discussion in section 2.1, we find that CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd are more likely than solar to
select x5 when either weak IRC or strong IRC is satisfied.
	x଴ 		xଵ 		xଶ 	xଷ
		xହ 	ܻ
	x଺ 	x଻ 	xହ଴. . .
	xସ
Markov blanket
	ߛ 	݁
Fig 18: Directed acyclic graph of the DGP in simulation 3 with latent γ and e.
Sparsity and stability comparison
Figure 19 shows the number of variables selected in simulation 3. Since we set n and
p while holding fixed the seed of the random number generator in numpy, the data for
[x0, . . . ,x4,x6, . . .x50] are identical in all 3 subplots; only the data for x5 change as ω changes.
In terms of sparsity, solar outperforms CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd in all 3 subplots of Figure 19,
consistent with previous results.
8By contrast, Zhao and Yu (2006)) set the bar somewhat lower in choosing n = 1, 000 and p = 3 with no
correlation among the covariates.
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(f) ω = 1/2, vs CV-cd
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Fig 19: Histogram of the number of variables selected in simulation 3: solar vs competitors.
Because x5 is generated by a linear combination of x0 and x1 in (4.1), x5 implicitly tests
the performance of solar, CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd under different settings of the IRC. In
Figures 20a, 20d and 20g, ω = 1/4 implies µ (F ) = 1/2 < 1 in the population, meaning that
IRC is not violated. In Figure 20d, the probability of VSE-I(x5) for CV-cd is around 0.3, the
highest probability of VSE-I error for CV-lars-lasso. Since equiangular search is more tolerant
of multicollinearity than coordinate descent, the probability of VSE-I(x5) in CV-lars-lasso is
slightly lower than CV-cd (Figure 20a). By contrast, owing to the extra stability due to the
average L0 solution path, the Figure 20g probability of VSE-I(x5) in solar is below 0.1. In
fact, VSE-I (x5) fails to crack the top-15 list of redundant variables selected by solar when
ω = 1/4 (it is ranked around 50).
Comparison of variable-selection accuracy
In Figures 20b, 20e and 20h, ω = 1/3, which implies µ (F ) = 2/3 in the population. Com-
pared with Figure 20d, the probability of VSE-I (x5) in CV-cd clearly increases to almost
0.4, standing out from the other 9 variables. The probability of VSE-I (x5) in CV-lars-lasso
is slightly lower than in CV-cd. By contrast, x5 still does not crack the top-10 list of VSE-I
errors for solar (its probability remains below 0.1). When ω = 1/2 in Figure 20c, 20f and 20i,
µ (F ) = 1 in the population and strong IRC is violated, the probability of VSE-I (x5) rises to
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(a) ω = 1/4, CV-lars-lasso
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Fig 20: Probability of selecting redundant variables in simulation 3 (x5 in orange; top 15 by
probability).
more than 0.4 in CV-lars-lasso and 0.5 in CV-cd. While x5 also has the highest probability
of a VSE-I in solar for this case, it is only around 0.1.
The results in simulation 3 are consistent with expectation: the average L0 solution path
stabilizes the variable selection procedure. While solar, CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd all require
the IRC for accurate variable selection, simulation 3 illustrates that solar is less sensitive
to increases in µ (F ). It is also worth noting, as Zhang (2009) suggests, that the backward-
elimination option in Algorithm 3 should be used for variable selection in forward regression
when µ (F ) = 1. Since our focus is on the solar, CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd comparison and
since backward elimination may give solar an unfair edge under harsh IRC settings, we do
not investigate backward elimination in the simulations.
Figure 21 shows that solar, CV-lars-lasso and CV-cd select all the informative variables
with probability 1. The results are as expected given that n = 200 while p falls to 50.
Solar regression coefficient boxplots
The most interesting findings from simulation 3 are in Figures 20 and 22. Figure 22 reinforces
the findings in Figure 20. In Figure 22a, ω = 1/4 and the solar coefficient estimate for x5
fails to crack the top-15 list. A similar result obtains when ω increases to 1/3. When ω
increases to 1/2, the solar coefficient estimate for x5 increases to 9
th. However, the majority
of the coefficient estimates for x5 are 0 in all 3 cases (the inter-quartile ranges, minima and
maxima are all 0), illustrating the stability and sparsity of the solar coefficient estimates
when µ (F ) 6 1.
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Fig 21: Probability of selecting informative variables in simulation 3.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we offer a new least-angle regression algorithm for high-dimensional data called
subsample-ordered least-angle regression. We discuss the algorithm design and its compu-
tation load. We show that solar yields substantial improvements over CV-cd and CV-lars-
lasso in terms of the sparsity, stability, accuracy, and robustness of variable selection. Using
directed acyclic graphs, we illustrate the advantages of solar over variable screening and
post-lasso selection rules for non-standard dependence structures in regression analysis.
Solar is not without its limits. A key requirement of solar is that the model must be
additive; generalization to non-additive models is not guaranteed. Also, while it is an im-
provement on forward methods, solar still relies on the IRC to guarantee variable-selection
consistency; backwards elimination may occasionally be required for high-dimensional data
that violate the IRC or contain very strong noise. For cases with p over one million (typical
in text mining or natural language processing), GPU parallel computation over CUDA or
OpenCV is highly recommended.
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(b) ω = 1/3
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(c) ω = 1/2
Fig 22: Solar regression coefficient boxplots in simulation 3 (top 15 by mean; β5 in red).
Supplementary material
Read me first.pdf: Read this file before the other supplementary files.
Supplementary file A.pdf: Discussion of the latent informative variable issue in regression
dependence structures.
Supplementary file B-Python package.zip: Python solar package and plotting scripts
for the simulation results in sections 3 and 4.
Supplementary file C-raw simulation results.zip: Complete simulation results.
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